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N E W  I M P O R T S

The Condors

HAVE LANDED!
Top, the Hog 

Sticker Machete 
and bottom, the Combat 
Machete. Either blade 

would make a very useful 
light-duty trail knife for 

maintaining paths 
through heavy 

vegetation.

This new line from Central America combines  
the best jungle designs with modern materials. 

B y  S T E v E n  D i C k

WWhile practically every Central and South American country has its own 

machete industry, there are a small number of brands that seem to be 

universally popular south of the Rio Grande. Tramontina from Brazil, Colima 

from Guatemala, and Imacasa from El Salvador are three of the big names. 

I particularly remember one trip to Costa Rica when I asked some 

of the locals about the Larsson machetes made in that country. I was 

quickly told that they considered the Imacasa products far superior to 

their own local brand. 

Finding Imacasa knives and machetes has been kind of a hit and miss 

proposition in the U.S. I have the impression that the big hardware distrib-

utors tend to go with the low bidder each time they place a large machete 

order. As a result, you never know what brand you will find in the local 

retailer from month to month. In the case of Imacasa, that may be changing. 

A new company, Condor Tool and Knife, is now importing a wide variety 

of blades and tools from El Salvador. To make it more interesting, many of 

these knives, machetes and axes are their own unique designs. 

Condor sent the magazine some of their first products to enter the 

country—a large “Jungle Bowie,” “Combat Machete,” “Hog Sticker Machete,” 

“Wilderness Tool,” a couple of  “Throwing Axes,” and a rather different “Pipe 

Knife Dagger.” It was the first three products that interested me most. 

Left to right, 
the Condor Pipe 

knife Dagger, Condor 
Multi-knife and Condor 

Jungle Bowie. The Jungle 
Bowie was my pick of 
the three for all-round 

usefulness.
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The basic specs for most of Condor knives 
and machetes start with a Poszegrip handle 
of Santoprene synthetic rubber. The blades 
are 420HC stainless steel, heat treated to a 
Rockwell hardness of 53. The hatchets, axes 
and a few of the knives are “Vacuum Assist 
Investment Castings” of 440C stainless with 
what the company calls a “Dendritic Edge” 
for a sharper and longer lasting edge. As 
is common with Central American knives 
and machetes, all of these came with good 
quality leather sheaths.

 
Jungle Bowie

The Jungle Bowie is the category of 
blade I generally consider a “trail knife.” 
Trail knives are most useful for clearing 
individual vines and small-diameter limbs 
and bushes from established paths. If you 
need to build a new trail out of the brush, 
then you really need a full-size machete 
for the job. Condor’s Jungle Bowie is 11 
inches long and only about 3/32-inch 
thick. Along with a very “pointy” blade, the 

false edge is fully sharpened for 6 inches 
of the spine. This should be good news to 
those students of the Bill Bagwell school of 
“backcut” combatives. 

Ordinarily, I would say 3/32 is too thin 
for a combat blade, but this is certainly one 
knife I wouldn’t want to get in the way of. I 
found the factory edge a little too polished 
for machete work, but a few passes over a 
coarse diamond hone gave it more bite. The 
Jungle Bowie weights 12 ounces alone or 16 
in the sheath. The suggested retail price is 
$49.98.

I have a theory that writers should 
develop more of a story line for an article 
than “here is a new knife, it is so big, weights 
so much and costs so much” common to 
many magazine features. In this case, I 
decided to experiment with some cattails 

growing in the small swamp at the back end 
of our pasture. I’m always looking for new 
materials that I can char and use to catch 
a spark with natural flint and steel fire-
starting gear. My plan was to cut the cattails 
with the Jungle Bowie, chop the stalks into 
short sections, char them and then use the 
end product to build a fire with flint and 
steel. Naturally, I would document all of this 
with photos. 

One problem: The charred cattail stems 
failed to catch a spark off the steel. So, what 
I can tell you is…1. The Jungle Bowie cuts 
cattails very efficiently. 2. Charred cattail 
stems are not a good way to start flint and 
steel fires. Not all story ideas work out the 
way I would like.

Combat Machete
Condor’s 13-inch-blade “Combat Machete” 

is another one of those blades I would 
classify as a “trail knife” rather than a true 
machete. Like the Jungle Bowie, the spear 
point blade has a full 6 inches of sharpened 
false edge. I’ve heard this model referred to 
as a “Roman short sword,” but the ancient 
weapons were actually more in the 20- to 
24-inch blade range. The Combat Machete 
obviously has possibilities as a large fighting 
knife and it balances well as a light chopper. 
It weights 14 ounces or 19 ounces in the 
sheath. suggested retail price is $49.98.

Hog Sticker Machete
The Hog Sticker Machete comes in two 

sizes, 16 inch and 18 inch. The one supplied 
to Tactical Knives for testing was a 16. I’m 
not sure where Condor’s name of the 
model came from, but I have seen many 
machetes with a very similar blade shape in 
Central America. All were simply tools that 
had seen long hard use and many, many 
resharpenings. I have the impression that 
some users prefer these narrow, pointy 
blades over a new machete. The 16-inch 
Hog Sticker weighs 11 ounces or 17 ounces 
in the sheath. The suggested retail price is 
$49.98 for the 16-inch version or $54.98 for 
the 18-inch blade.  

As with the Jungle Bowie, I found the 
polished edge on the Hog Sticker worked 
better after I had given it a few passes over 
a diamond hone. Field testing consisted of 
working my way around the edge of my 
pasture, lopping off the blackberry canes that 
were arching out into the grass. The problem 
with these vines is that they prevent me from 
mowing close to the edge of the blackberry 
patch. And if I don’t mow right up to the edge, 
the blackberries eventually spread on out into 
the pasture a few more yards each year.  The 
Hog Sticker worked very well for this chore 
and I found it cut much better than I expected 
for such a light blade. On the other hand, it 
was really too light to be effective chopping 
on small tree saplings and woody brush. 

Throwing Axe
The all-steel Throwing Axe was fun to 

practice with. I quickly found I could stick 
the axe almost 100% of the time at 15 feet. 
One advantage of a double-bitted head like 
this is that it gives you two throwing ranges, 
depending on where the axe is in its rota-
tion. Weight 15 ounces. Suggested retail 
price, $39.98. 

Stainless Steel?
Machetes are normally stamped out of 

a very inexpensive grade of plain carbon 
steel. This keeps cost down to the minimum 
and provides a tough blade that will flatten 
before it chips or breaks if it comes in contact 
with a hard object. I’ve heard more than one 
person question Condor’s choice of stainless 
for their products. Given my own tendency to 
toss a machete in the bed of my pickup and 
leave it there through weeks of Northwest 
monsoon rain, stainless steel doesn’t sound 
like that bad of an idea to me. Of course, that 
is assuming the blade holds up to abuse as 
well as carbon steel and is reasonably easy 
to resharpen. So far, all the Condor blades I 
have been using have survived my normal 
field use just as well as the carbon steel 
Imacasa machetes I have long used. 

Condor also has a wide variety of more 
conventional machetes and axes planned for 
the future. It may seem like a small thing, but 
I, for one, like to lend a hand to the economy 
of our southern neighbors as much as I can. 
El Salvador had a very rough period back in 
the 1980’s and 90’s. Here’s hoping Imacasa 
can help them put that behind them.   TK

For More Information
Condor Tool and Knife
6309 Marina Drive, Dept. TK
Orlando, FL 32189; (407) 876-0994
www.condortk.com 

Top, the Condor Throwing Axe; bottom, 
the Condor Combat Axe. Either 
doubles the chances of a throw by 
having two points on the end. 

The Jungle Bowie 
proved to be an 
excellent cattail 
harvester. Using 
those cattails for 
flint and steel fire-
making was less 
successful. 

Another of my pasture problems 
is the non-native Scotch broom 
bushes that will quickly overrun 
the place if i don’t keep fighting it. 
The Condor Combat Machete made 
quick work of this one.

“So far, all the 
Condor blades I have 
been using have 
survived my normal 
field use just as well 
as the carbon steel 
Imacasa machetes 
I have long used.”


